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http://youtube.com/v/DuvyxsP6oRc
http://youtube.com/v/DuvyxsP6oRc


Karen Crockett (DHS)





How much time is that?

13,148 

Minutes

219 

Hours

9

Days



Why the Spikes?



“I have a job, so often I am very busy.  The online videos give me the option to 

have tutorials on my own time.”  Madee Ford



“….I can pause the videos and understand it at my own pace.”

Humair Islam



“Mrs. Crockett’s videos were always helpful and gave you NO excuse for not 

understanding.”

Lilith Fedorisko-McBeth



“I have difficulty keeping up with the expectations in AP Physics but these videos 

Mrs. Crockett puts on her website help me understand the concepts in my own 

time.”

Megally Duran



Mary Dean (GHS)



TIA 2016

Michelle Overton and I will be presenting a 

session on how to create your very own 

YouTube channel and make your own videos.

● Coordinate all the Algebra I @ GHS

● Serve on the Algebra I Curriculum Team @DISD

● 2nd year teaching after 18 years of being a stay at 

home mom

I teach because it gives me such incredible joy to inspire students to learn 

math! I am touching the world one “problem” at a time! -Mrs. Dean



I like the videos because it really helps me out at home, if I ever 

forget how to do something I can watch the videos to figure it out, 

or if I missed a day and I need to catch up to the other people I 

can use the videos. They really help me understand more of what 

we're learning.                                                    -Leybin Gross

I see my child using them all the time. They are so helpful 

especially for us parents who haven't done math in 25 years!                     

-Marci Tamplen

My son, struggles in math...and let'sbe honest, I'm not so great at 

it either....with Mrs.Dean's step by step breakdown video...it 

makes studying at home much smoother and less stressful.

-Ms. Goswick



Angela Hurst (for Nicole Papalexis)

8:06 AM

Mrs Dean- this is the Papalexis' twins mom, 

Angela Hurst - I want you to know your work 

is not in vain. Thank you for all you do and 

having breakfast with us this morning! We 

appreciate you!!!!

The morning of the STAAR:

Twin sisters, GHS freshmen, 

watch the short 3 min reminder video.

https://www.remind.com/chat/a2d465fb-d2f1-48c9-be2c-f5ddf5e8ee98


Notice the Spike 

here...STAAR testing videos 

got a lot of views!



More than just our 

students are 

watching the videos



Today’s students go to the internet for everything…There is a YouTube for just 

about anything you need.  Why not be a part of that! 





Questions?


